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Hello and welcome!
I hope you enjoy the visit on this website. My name is Samuel Arnfjell I am a freelance photographer living in Lapland
(North Sweden). I work as a museum photographer in The Museum Of Forestry in Sweden. My main motive is from the
swedish and Norwegian nature. On this site I want to share my pictures with you and give you the opportunity to send your
favorit photo as a postcard.
My interest in photography started late 2002 when I bought my first digital camera, Minolta Dimage 7i, followed by Konica
Minolta Dimage A2 and now Canon EOS 5D.
I started to take photographys from the area around my home town, and soon I went on my first photo trip to Norway. I
have also taken a lot of experimental pictures in studio and tried some portrait photography. All this have made me even
more intrested in this craft.
I hope you all enjoy my pictures. In the gallery section you can give my pictures both comments and rate your favorit
picture.
Remeber that all the pictures are copyright protected and only free to send from this website as postcards. If you are
interested to buy, contact me by e-mail.
Best Regard
Photographer
Samuel Arnfjell
My name is Josef arnfjell I am a graduated tracker and mountain leader Born in 1973. I started to take pictures as a
youngster. I studied media in highschool -86-89 and have ever since had a photografic diary with some shorter
interuptions. Bought my first digital camera -04, a Panasonic Lumix.
Outdoor and nature pictures are my main motives.
My motto, taken from Richard Foster read: "Joy is nothing that tumbles
over us, but a consciously way of living"

Best Regard
Mountain leader
Josef Arnfjell
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